
A server sets a table at Frasca Food & Wine in Boulder.

All data courtesy of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, unless otherwise cited.

Learn More
The Marketing and Commerce 
Platform for Modern Restaurants

Provide Clear Career  
Paths & Training


As restaurant workers receive 

better “hard” benefits like insurance 

and wages, they also want better 

“soft” benefits like career planning 

and training. In fact, hospitality job 

seekers say that career growth 

opportunities are the 

 in a job description. 

Establishing a culture that promotes 

from within helps retention and word-

of-mouth referrals.

most important 

information
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Attempt to Re-Hire 
“Boomerang” Employees


After implementing the strategies 

above, restaurant operators should 

reach out to former employees who 

left on good terms. These 

“boomerang” employees require less 

training, and if the restaurant’s new 

workplace addresses issues that led 

to their departure, they may be open 

to returning.  

provides more advice on how to 

approach this tactic.

The Food Institute
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Collaborate With Other 
Restaurant Owners


The restaurant industry has always 

been one where business owners 

prop each other up despite 

competing for customers. Now, 

they share a collective purpose of 

keeping workers from fleeing to 

other industries. As new workplace 

strategies emerge in the coming 

months, sharing, listening and 

learning from other restaurant 

owners will prove important.
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We can teach people to do all things we need, teach 

them the skills, that’s easy for us, it’s just hard to find 

people that want to do that right now.”



Executive Chef of Guard and Grace


Adam Vero 

September 2021

Continue to Offer Competitive Pay 
and Benefits


Higher wages and better benefits, once viewed as 

differentiators, are now becoming table stakes for 

restaurant employers. Those that don’t offer them 

stand little chance of competing with employers from 

outside industries, along with the growing share of 

restaurants that do offer them.



Streamline Menus and Processes


How do restaurants afford higher wages and better 

benefits? The first step is making their offerings more 

efficient. Can their menu be streamlined to produce 

higher margins and less waste? Can they implement 

technology to automate manual tasks, reducing how 

many staff hours they need to operate? A little 

efficiency goes a long way in wages and benefits.



Explore All New Revenue Streams


After making what they already offer more efficient, 

restaurants need to expand on what they offer.  

It’s the only way to make the math work. Emerging 

sources of high-margin revenue like 

, , 

 and  can 

supplement a restaurant’s existing business and 

free up money for workers.

direct online 

ordering automated marketing digital loyalty 

programs online merchandise stores
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Hiring & Retention Strategies

Other than chefs, every job type earns more in Denver than in the median large U.S. metro.


Chefs earn roughly two dollars per hour less than the median, which ranks #39 among top-50 
metros. On the other hand, bartenders earn roughly $5.50 per hour more than the median, which 

ranks #5 among top-50 metros.
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Only 26% of Denver restaurant workers 
are servers. That’s the highest of any job 
type, but it falls well below the median 

large U.S. metro.


In fact, only four large U.S. metros employ  
a lower share of servers than Denver does. 
On the other hand, Denver employs a higher 
share of bartenders, cooks, supervisors and 

hosts than the median large metro does.

Compared to other industries, Denver’s restaurant workforce is paid well.


The median large U.S. metro pays 50 cents to restaurant workers per dollar to other industries,  
but Denver pays 52 cents. Denver also ranks just outside the top-10 in terms of raw wages for 

restaurant workers, with an average $16.56 per hour.
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Across industries, Denver’s workforce has 
modestly recovered from COVID-19. 


Among the 50 largest U.S. metros, Denver 
ranks near the middle in all key employment 
metrics and year-over-year growth metrics. 
The same holds true for all metrics specific  
to restaurants. 
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Saving and rebuilding restaurants 

is not just about supporting 

owners’ bottom lines — it’s about 

truly supporting the people who 

make restaurants the vibrant, 

wonderful spaces they can be.”



Co-owner of Spuntino in 

Highland Park


Elliot Strathmann 

August 2021

Across the country, in every 
industry, COVID-19 led to 
workforce reductions.



However, no industry felt the impact harder than 
restaurants did. In April 2020, restaurants lost 
nearly half of their pre-pandemic workforce, 
while other industries lost just 14 percent.



Even after enhanced unemployment benefits 
expired, restaurant workers returned in  
smaller numbers, many of them leaving for 
other industries.



In 2021, restaurants responded by raising 
wages at an historic rate — more in one year 
than in the previous four years combined. 



It’s a start, but the restaurant workforce 
recovery still lags behind other industries. 
Where will it go from here?
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